
How can I keep my Bitcoins safe?
There are many ways to store Bitcoins, but, in general, the easier the storage method
the less secure it is. Online wallets are fine for small amounts of Bitcoin, although
these walles get more secure over time. These convenient services are called “hot
storage,” and we present a couple of examples of online wallets in another picture
tour.

In this tour we look at so-called “cold storage” services. In this context cold storage
means that the wallet has never been and never will be connected to the Internet
and thus can’t be reached by hackers. With cold storage wallets, it’s important you
use a computer that has never been online. You alone are the sole controller and
administrator of your cold storage Bitcoin wallet, and this independence has always
been a central concept of the Bitcoin network.
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Paper Wallets01
Paper Bitcoin wallets are simple to create. In fact, it’s probably
easier to store a paper wallet than it is to protect your
computer. We present two possibilities.
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Blockchain Paper Wallet02
The first paper wallet we’ll look at is via the website
blockchain.info, a site we mention in our look at online Bitcoin
wallets, too. To create a paper wallet with blockchain you first
have to have an online account with them. After logging in, go
to the page ‘Receive Money’ and click on the button ‘More
Actions,’ in the lower right-hand corner of the page. Select
‘New Cold Storage Address.’
Technically, it is just a paper wallet, not a cold storage for
which additional security measures are necessary.
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Your new paper wallet03
Voilà, you’ve already created an new paper Bitcoin wallet. On
the screen now you see on the right the so-called ‘Public key’
that is the address you give out to others to receive Bitcoin
payments from them. On the left, you see your ‘Private key,’
your personal password that’s for your eyes only. In the
middle you see both Keys written out in letters and numbers.
We stress, you must print this page (or better: write it down
by hand as the printer memory could be later read), because
without this information, you’ll never be able to access your
new wallet. Print it and store it safely, preferably in a safe.
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Keeping tabs on you blockchain paper wallets04
When you log into blockchain, you will be able to see your
new cold storage paper wallet, so you can keep an eye on
how many Bitcoins it holds. This is a handy feature, especially
if you have several paper wallets. You also see your ‘Public
key,’ which is used by people to pay Bitcoins to your account.
But be aware, you will not see your Private key, your
password, to your paper wallets because blockchain does not
store these. So keep that printout in a safe place or your
paper wallet will be forever closed.
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Paper wallet printer05
At paperwallet.com you can buy a small printer to quickly and
conveniently print the security data for your new paper
wallet, which is handy if you need many of these wallets….
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MoneyMuseum Wallet Card06
A wallet card is a luxurious variant of paper Bitcoin wallets.
The MoneyMuseum has produced a limited edition of its own
wallet card. They have the advantage that your Private key,
that is, your password, is protected under a hologram. If the
hologram is damaged, you know your security could be
jeopardized. Only transfer Bitcoins to wallet cards with
undamaged holograms.
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Trezor07
The Trezor storage device is newest way to safely and simply
store bitcoin. This physical device can be ordered at
www.bitcointrezor.com. This smart box promises to keep
your Private keys safe. This is a must-buy for all who are
serious buyers of bitcoins.
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Coinbase Vault: a way between combining security with08
The majority of one’s coins should be held in cold storage.
However, managing a cold wallet is not always easy for the
average consumer. Coinbase has created the „Vault“ which is
a secure cold storage solution for the average bitcoin user.
Unlike traditional cold storage, Vaults don’t require users to
generate paper wallets, store them safely, manage private
keys and backups. More advanced users may scoff at the
thought of a third party controlling one’s private keys, but the
Vault was designed with the average user in mind. Go to
www.coinbase.com and log-in to your account.
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Advantage of the coinbase Vault09
While coinbase will know your private key, there are several
steps which make the vault more secure:

Withdrawals are time delayed with notifications delivered to
your phones and emails. Once a withdrawal is initiated, the
Vault owner can cancel the withdrawal within a 48 hour
window. This intentional delay makes up for the fact that
normal Bitcoin transactions are instant and irreversible. So
even if an unauthorised person somehow gets access to the
Vault, the Vault owner has a 2-day safety net to cancel the
withdrawal, change passwords, and take any other necessary
actions.

You may choose a „group vault“ with multiple withdrawal
approvers for increased security.
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Add a second e-mail address to confirm any transaction10
On any transaction, coinbase will send an e-mail to both e-
mail addresses - if specified - which you have to confirm by
pressing on the links.

In summary, Coinbase Vault is more of a savings account than
a typical wallet, and it has many security features. Along with
SSL encryption, the account password, and two-step
verification from regular wallets, Vaults can have multiple co-
signers for withdrawals and require verification from two
email addresses.


